
u 0 mn", conom", the Media's vital role 1. Tell the truth without malice
power structure of the or prejudice,
1700s and 1800s 2. Use honest methods,
stares us right in the 3. Show respect for '1>

face when we look at a town plan. professional integrity and
In the"middle of town, we see the . responsibility,
mosque, the court and the school. AMJAD All narrates the duties of journalists and the judicial use of the power $ 4. Exercisediscretion,
Social institutionshad their own 5. Workfor the solution of
place, ant".*(r'I)rk they did

of the media in combating corruption and other ills of society h economic, social and
furthert:otlons goals. In the '-.)! ,,' humanitarianproblems," .
fate 180{j, Big industries joined 'V 6. Help to strengthen respect
this inner circle, bringing with it sense, reinforce social values that anti-corruption values. In first time and, unlike the more for human rights, and
their unmistakable landmarks: reduce the incidence of reporting on cases of corruption prominent and influential figures 7. Assist in the maintenance of

banks and stock exchanges. corruption in govemment and as well the media fulfill their in our society, have no experience international peace and security.
Secular and spiritual poer now business. Relying on freedom of social function In satisfying in dealing with the inevitable These procedures and goals
enjoyed the company of capital speech, the media perform their people's need for information. barrage of questions. Corruption should, of course, be observed in
and money. watchdog function in society as Although the media's role in charges also often contain corruption cases as well, and the

In the 1900s, these influential they curb and expose social preventing corruption is juridical terms which are majority of reporters and other
institutions have seen the addition injustice. indisputable, it is not without its unfamiliar to journalist and representatives of the media
to their ranks of the press, radio In an open, pluralistic, " problems. In the best case, suspect alike, and the misuse of probably in fact do so. However,
i}ndtelevision, whose job it is to democratic and technologically publicity and a fair trial go hand terms may lead to confusion and where the media violate people's
reach large numbers of people developed society, the media are in hand, but conflicts may arise misunderstandings that are rights, for example, by
through communications and a particularly effective weapon between the media's' need for difficult to eliminate later publicising allegations or
entertainment. In the present for exposing and preventing information and requirements of a In reporting on investigations suspicions of corruption that
decade, satellites have made it corruption; they are successful at fair, formal and objective criminal into corruption, the media, later prove false, tht?
.possible for the media to go this because corruption cases trial. The suspects and the unwittingly or deliberately, affect conventional means oflegal
global, with their broadcasts no usually make the news. These accused have a right to a fair trial the opinions formed in the courts protection cannot repair the
longer bound to national borders cases have interest, currency, and based on the presumption of and the decision-making process. damage done. The accused can,
or decisions. Information clarity. The economic innocence. Although public One might, of course, argue that of course, demand compensation
networks allow private consequences of corruption are figures should have to put up with such influence prejudices the for damage and a retraction, but
individuals to get information and generally severe; it tends to strike closer scrutiny of what they do chances for an objective trial, but, one's reputation is like a match
to communicate directly with cine at the heart of the community; it than private individuals, their in modem society, where the which is gone once struck.
another, It is obvious that in the involves a contlict, which has honour, too, and that of their public has a right to know and The legal system cannot at
21st century transitional media been deemed a crime; and the families is still protected by law. where the media have the impact present guarantee legal-
will be a major factor connecting suspects and guilty parties are Competition on the media they do, it is probably impossible protection of the individual
people - but not one we can often prominent figures in society. marketfavoursspeed,howeve to prevent their having such against unfounded allegations of
necessarily see on the town plan. This has been the case in and this means that the influence. Under such corruption. Now that

Although the media have a Pakistan, too, in recent years. We infolTf:tion we get from the circumstances, professional communication is becoming
distinct presence in our homes have also debdted whether the media nds to be fragmented. judges may stand up under the increasingly global, the
today, providing us with a wealth media give fair treatment to The het.tic pace does not leave pressure better than their lay opportunities ofthe national
of information on a multitude of public figures suspected of time fo comprehensIve or in- counterparts. legal system are even more
channels. they are equally well crimes or Immoral acts. During depth an ysis; the media process limited than before. On the
established'as parts of the social or after the trial, these people tends to ollow a trajectory of its Journalistic code of ethics international level, means must
structures and world of values have usually traUfud a variety of own -SOfJetimes with side effects, The media have been regulated be found for better protecting the
around us. This makes it accusations at a media that they- which w e wholly unexpected at in different countries both individual, and a balance must
imner"ti;vl'U:hat.wetake an weT!';qp.t;lrsto.!?d 2r treated the outset. This might mean that through legislation and their own be struck between free- -.--.-- - --"'"
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necessarIly see on me £own pIau.
Although the mediabave a

distinct presence in our homes
today, providing us with a wealth
Ofinformation on a multitude of
channels. they are equally well
established'as parts of the social
structures and world of values
around us. This makes it

imp~rative that we take an
interest in the kinds of values the
media promote in their work. It
remains to be seen whether
market forces can create the
Infqrnlation Society on a global
scale without its ending up as the
province Of':>otectedcitizens and

I selected states. Telc-pemocracy
cannot be implemented Until most
peopleha\le the possibility to
exetcise tlnei*civil rights over
inform?' 't~~tworks.t'.

TI1~publiCity value of
corruption cases

When the media are working
well to prevent corruption, they
employ investigative journalism
to reveal inequities, and
violations and, in an educational
, ,--i/
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Pakistan, too, in recent years. We
have also deba:ted whether the
media give fair treatment to
public figures suspected of
crimes or immoral acts. During
or after the trial, these people
have usually trainp"da variety of
accusations at a media that they-
were understood or treated
wrongly in public, the press has
blamed them deliberately; and
they have received a sentence
from the public which they
cannot appeal.

It is here that the roles of the
criminal justice system and the
media differ The justice system
operates within the bounds and
~n the authority set by legislation,
meanipg that the final decision is

usually ~el1ro"way. Contrastingly,
the media, who Qt>o.lwith current
events, prevent corruption ,~y' -
stressing its immorality. Although
it is not an explicit function of the
media to prevent crime -'
corruption included. they do
have an extremely important role
in m¥ntaining and activating
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infofI1'~tion we get from the
media r~nds to be fragmented.
The hel~ticpace does not leave
time fO

~
comprehensive or in-

depth all lysis; the media process
tends to .ollow a trajectory of its
own -sor~etimes with side effects,
which w~re wholly unexpected at
the outse~. This might mean that
in inves gating one case or
corrup on, the media uncover
other a uses. A corruption charge
can al 0 be brought by accident
as the y-product of a different
case.

The edia's' role in preventing
corrupti n is thus both a positive
and a ne ative one, since the legal
protecti of those suspected of
COITupti' n is not uniformly good.
For indi .duals and small
busines es, premature public
allegatic ns of corruption by the
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edia c. n prove fateful, since

'.f'~ do! I t have the option of
r..nngnj iliaconsultantsto
-bawtel eir relations with the
press-. ften such suspects are

~n with the media for the

circumstances, professional
judges may stand up under the
pressure better than their lay
counterparts.

Journalistic code of ethics
The media have been regulated

in different countries both

through legislation and their own
ethical rules, the oldest of which
were laid down one hundred
years ago. International
organisations and conferences
such as the UN, WO, UNESCO,
ECOSOC and CSCE (The
Conference on Security and Co-
operation in Europe) also have
formulatedjoumalistic codes of
ethics. Moreover, different
countries have their own ethical
conventions.

Ethical codes contain not only
normss\Ueguardingfree

. coI11Ipunlcation, but frequently
also a list of the values the media
is to promote, such as democracy

- and human rights. Ethical
guidelines also generally declare
that it is ajoumalist's duty to:

commulllcahonisbecoflllng
increasingly global, the
opportunities of the national
legal system are even more
limited than before. On the
international level, means must
be found for better protecting the
individual, and a balance must
be struck between free

communication and legal
protection of the individual.

Where media corporations
compete with one another, we
can of course expect a richer
variety of communications
services than where they are
concentrated. As on the market

place in general, large
monopolies are not good, for
although one might idealistically
think that the media in a

democratic societyfunctiol}as a,
n€mtraland impartialwatchdog, one
cannot deny thatsymbi~is exists
between the media andthe power
elite. Politicians in particular need
and thrive on publicity, and the
media need the material that

politicians produce. .


